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Democrat Donor Buck Guilty in Drug-sex Killings

AP Images
Ed Buck

Ed Buck, the homosexual moneybags who
bankrolled top hard-left Democrats such as
failed presidential candidate Hillary Clinton
and Representative Adam Schiff, killed two
black men by plying them with drugs, a jury
has decided.

In an example of what might be called white
privilege, Buck used his wealth and power to
lure vulnerable black men into “party and
play” assignations at which Buck injected
them. Then he had sex with them.

Two of them died, which led to the charges
for which he was found guilty on July 27.

Before his arrest, Buck was frequently
pictured with anti-American Democrats such
as Schiff and fellow Representative Ted
Lieu. Leftist bigwigs were only too happy to
party with the pervert.

New: Ed Buck, a longtime fixture of West Hollywood politics, was convicted Tuesday of
charges that he supplied the methamphetamine that killed two men during “party-and-play”
encounters at his apartment.

https://t.co/I436HyjDaP

— Los Angeles Times (@latimes) July 27, 2021

Life in Prison?

“In a gruesome case of an older white man using his power and money to exploit the poverty and drug
addiction of younger Black men, the jury found Buck guilty of every charge in a nine-count indictment,”
the Los Angeles Times reported:

Among them were maintaining a drug den, distribution of methamphetamine and
enticement to cross state lines to engage in prostitution.

Buck, 66, could spend the rest of his life in prison. His two convictions for supplying the
meth that resulted in death each carry a minimum sentence of 20 years.

The verdict concluded a two-week trial that featured harrowing testimony by men hired by
Buck to show off their bodies in underwear and get high on crystal meth and the party drug
GHB. Excerpts from Buck’s hundreds of graphic videos and photos of the drugs-and-sex
sessions left spectators wincing at the trial.

Buck’s obsessive pursuit of his dangerous fetish led to the overdose deaths of two Black men

https://t.co/I436HyjDaP
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in his apartment: Gemmel Moore, 26, in July 2017, and Timothy Dean, 55, in January 2019.

Witnesses testified that Buck injected them while they were unconscious. Buck found the young men on
a homosexual hookup site and asked them to “party and play,” or use crystal meth during sodomy
sessions.

Witnesses “also told of Buck’s repeated use of racial slurs,” the Times reported.

One witness was Dane Brown, CBS reported. He said Buck injected him with crystal meth almost every
day for five weeks until he overdosed.

The two unlucky men who didn’t make it out of Buck’s apartment alive were Timothy Dean, who died in
January 2019, and Gemmell Moore, who died in July 2017.  

When Moore died, parademics found him “naked on a mattress in the living room with a ‘male
pornography movie playing on the television,’” the Times reported.

$200 for Sex

A third black man who nearly died in Buck’s apartment was Jermaine Gagnon, a male prostitute who
was 28 years old when he spoke to Daily Mail TV and divulged Buck’s perversions.

Gagnon also met Buck on a homosexual dating site. The top Democrat offered Gagnon $200 for sex.

Gagnon described Buck’s sex pad:

“When I walked in, it was dim lights, a mattress in the middle of the floor, three mirrors
surrounding the mattress and a flat-screen TV mounted on the wall.”

Gagnon said the mirrors were about seven-foot high and appeared to be suspended on ropes
so that they tilted forward over the bed.

“It was just kind of weird,” he told DailyMailTV.

“Anywhere you look in this room, you’ll see yourself in the mirror. What mostly caught my
attention was the windows, they were covered in fabric. You couldn’t see out of them and
nobody can see in.

“He had this red and black toolbox with all types of fetish toys.… He also has needles inside
this drawer.”

Gagnon survived his first date, then returned for another at which Buck nearly killed him with an
injection of crystal meth.

“This man is a murderer and he’s getting away with it,” Gagnon said, “and it’s all because the media
wants to sweep it under the rug because he’s this rich, white man.”

In fact, the media wanted to sweep the killings under the rug because Buck was a rich homosexual, and
a Democrat tied to such luminaries as Clinton and Schiff.

Buck’s Democrat Pals

On that note, the Times helpfully provided a long list of Buck’s buddies just after cops collared him for
the killings:

Aside from Clinton and Schiff, they include Xavier Becerra, California’s former attorney general and
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now Joe Biden’s secretary of health and human services.

Interestingly, Lieu didn’t see much wrong with Buck until a second man died in his apartment.

H/T: Breitbart
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